Agatha Finds a Purrfect Home

The staff and volunteers at the APL get to know every furry, feathered, and scaly guest who comes through the door, and try to give them exactly what they need to make the transition to their fur-ever homes. That's especially important for animals like Agatha.

Agatha is a beautiful gray and white cat who was surrendered to the APL in early 2017. From the very first day, it was clear that she was one stressed kitty, hissing and growling when she was taken from her carrier. During her first week at the APL, she stayed in the back of her cage, resisting any attention offered by the staff. Seeing her difficulties, the animal care staff strategized to reduce Agatha's tension level, so she would be ready for the happily-ever-after she deserved.

First, Agatha was sent to foster care for a break from the activity of the shelter. Then, when she returned to the APL, instead of being placed back in a kennel, Agatha was given the honored position of office cat, spending her days (and nights) in the Adoptions office. The individualized attention she received allowed her playful personality to emerge; the staff discovered her fondness for chin rubs and laser pointers! Agatha's adjustment began just in time, because Charlene was looking for a cat...

About to purchase a home, Charlene was determined to “adopt a shelter baby because so many animals need homes.” She saw Agatha on the APL's Facebook page and came to meet her.

Charlene learned of Agatha's difficulties in the kennel. Then they met, and Charlene fell in love. While Agatha still was a bit reserved, Charlene knew Agatha would be happy in her home where, as Charlene puts it, “there would be no competition with kids or other animals!”

Agatha and Charlene became a family in September 2017, nine months after Agatha arrived at the APL. By day three, Agatha was ready to explore, and she liked what she saw: treats, sunny spots to lay in, and that elusive red laser dot!

Now, Agatha “owns the house,” and greets Charlene at the door when she comes home. “She LOVES to jump, run and play, and is especially acrobatic when we play with feathers on a string or her beloved stuffed mouse, which she treats like a badminton birdie!” She chases shadows, reflections, and imaginary “prey,” and informs...
Animals. We LOVE them! They’re why we do this work. They’re why you support the Cleveland APL. Some of us love them so passionately we’ve devoted our careers to their protection, even though it means seeing some pretty hard things that make us angry and break our hearts. A common mantra among animal people is, “I like animals more than people.”

Here’s the thing. Whenever I hear someone mutter, “I hate people,” in response to something upsetting that has happened to an animal, I think of all of the people who do so much to help animals and make our world safer for them. For example, people who care enough to rescue an animal and go out of their way to bring it to us for help, people who adopt, people who take care of community cats, people who report animal cruelty, who volunteer, who donate, and who cherish their pets as members of the family.

Here’s a heartwarming fun fact: Last year alone, our volunteers contributed 110,000 hours to helping the Cleveland APL fulfill its mission. That’s the equivalent of 53 full-time employees! From socializing our cats and helping us keep their cages clean or walking dogs, sometimes in sub-zero temperatures, to opening their homes to foster animals or helping with adoptions, animal transport, events, animal photography, office work, and oh, so much more, our volunteers stand with our staff team and help us to make magic happen for homeless animals. Last year, that staff and volunteer collaboration resulted in a 91% save rate!

Here are some more fun facts from 2017: People interrupted their days, sometimes making them late for work and risking the wrath of their boss, to bring in nearly 2,500 stray cats and kittens who needed help. People made nearly 7,000 calls to our humane investigations hotline to report suspected animal cruelty. People adopted more than 5,700 animals from the Cleveland APL. People brought in more than 4,300 feral and community cats to be spayed or neutered through our trap-neuter-return program. People made donations that allowed us to offer all of these programs and save animals who, once upon a time, we may not have been able to help. All of these people have at least two things in common—they wanted to help an animal in need, and they are GOOD people. They are the people we’re grateful to have in our wonderful world every day, and they most certainly don’t deserve to be lumped into the “I hate people” category.

So yes, there are despicable people who abuse or neglect animals and deserve our wrath. And no, I don’t like those people much either. Actually, at all. But, they do not outnumber the people who care and want to make a difference that really matters for animals, and I will NEVER let them color my perspective on all of the good people who help animals every day. So, the next time you start thinking, “I hate people,” please think about these people. YOU are these people—and without you and all of the other people I mentioned, and then some, we would not be able to make the world a better place for the animals we all love. I love animals—and I love people!
Some people say that there’s “a lid for every pot,” that is, someone for everyone. When Mister Jones came to the APL in April 2017, we could tell right away that he was a “pot” who deserved a very special “lid”—one that might take a little time to find.

Mister Jones is a large, handsome Chow/Lab mix, with distinctive white spots sprinkled on the brown fur of his face and back legs—spots you’d more likely see on a deer than a dog. A big, cheerful face, long tail and perky ears complete the picture. While he behaves like a much younger dog, the white fur on his muzzle gives you a clue to his age; Mister Jones is twelve years old.

Mister Jones spent the summer at the APL, where the staff and volunteers fell in love with him. He went to adoption events, played outside, relaxed with staff behind the Adoption desk, and even spent a little time in a foster home, taking a break from the shelter. The affection of the staff and volunteers is reflected in their notes: “Mister Jones is a great dog—the perfect amount of playful and mellow!” and “He’s a snuggly, sweet boy that likes going on walks and taking naps. He is very charming.” “Everyone who meets him loves his kind demeanor and gentle, quirky playfulness.” They even let him enter one note of his own, which got straight to the point: “Hi there! I’m an older gentleman looking for a comfortable home with a loving family ... If you are looking for a laid-back guy to watch TV and hang around with, come and get me out of here!”

In September, Carrie came to the APL to look at dogs. Her dog had passed away about a year before, and she was ready to fall in love again. And that’s exactly what happened when she saw Mister Jones: love at first sight! She knew as soon as they met that he was the one. Because she would be sharing her dog with her parents, they had to meet him, too. Carrie’s dad liked him right away and though it took Carrie’s mom a little more time, the whole family came to approve of the match.

Mister Jones now lives a life that includes all of his favorite things—walks with Carrie’s mom, hanging out and watching television with Carrie’s dad, and car rides with Carrie herself, who often takes him to the Metroparks to go exploring. She has even brought him back to the APL for visits, delighting the staff and volunteers who came to love him.

He’s everything she ever wanted in a dog, Carrie explains, always excited to see her and go places, but also happy to hang out at home. Asked to describe him in one word, Carrie doesn’t hesitate: “Perfect!”

Congratulations, Carrie and Mister Jones, on your perfect match!
Thank you to the 2017 Cage Sponsors!

We are so grateful for the support from the following friends who showed their commitment to our animals during 2017 by sponsoring a cage:

**Cat Cage Sponsors**
Anonymous
Anonymous Friends
Courtney & Aviv Ben-Meir
Ruthie Boris & David Kirbish
Robin & Steve Bracy
April & Joe Clark
Sylvia Cornelius
Chris Cox & Lauren Hayes
David Downing
Kara Downing
Marianne Eggett
Dana & Phil Fastenau
Cyndi L. Fazio
Christine Gill
Stephanie Hampson
Nancy Hansen
M. L. Hejra
The Hendryx Family
Mr. & Mrs. John F. Herrick
Holly Hirsel
Jerald & Doris Johanson
Anita Krivis
David LaSalvia
Jacqueline Lasik
Darleen McGeady
Denise & Michael Merritt
Rhonda Pai
Caroline Pekarek
Dawn & Jeff Pennington
Don & Gayle Prebis
Rev. Melanie Sunderland
& Christine Rouse
Heather Schieda, Lynn Schieda
& Jill Schieda
Charles Scholl
Fred Schulze
Jaymie Shanker
Greg & Cindy Songer
Jetse Sprey & Sarah Matthews
David & Cheryl Storgard
Sullivan Orthodontics
Dawn & Dennis Swit
Kathy Tatman
Lindsay & Carter Hawkins
Sue Ellen Utley
Elizabeth Vogle
Claudia & Jerry Watermeir
Melissa K. Richmond & William B. Watterson
Carol Weinberg
Seth & Michelle White
Dick & Jane Whitehead
Patrick M. Zohn

**Dog Cage Sponsors**
Marge Cantlin
Chemical Solvents
Jessica Choromanski
Cathleen & William Christopher
Cleveland Indians
Michael & Sarah Cohan
David Cohen
Custom Electric Service, Inc.
Jim & Connie Cutietta
Colleen D. Czerski
Melissa Hager
Mr. Handyman
of Avon
Nancy Hansen
Sharon Harvey
Hills Science Diet
Daniel & Laura Hudak
Judy Hunter
The Kaiser Family
Tom Kiczek Charitable Fund
Don & Joan Kimmel
Katherine Klevenow
Gretchen Kocher, DVM
Laura Kreiner
Bob & Danielle Kucharski
La Bodega
Stephanie & David Lewis
Amy A. McDonald
Oatley
Fred & Beth Pompeani
Don & Gayle Prebis
Lori Puchalski
Bill & Kay Rannells
Michael D. Reep, M.D.
& Wyatt Clark
Linda Shaw
Ron & Regina Skully
Al Smith
Monica Smolka
Dr. and Mrs. Scott & Carey Spencer
Margaret E. Stanard
Tucker Ellis
Sue Ellen Utley
Jack Wilson & Carol Blixen
Marta & John Zamiska

**Small Mammals Cage Sponsors**
Stephanie Ash & Thomas Rehman
Cynthia L. Slezak

To Make a Donation to the APL:
Visit our website at www.ClevelandAPL.org or mail your check to the Cleveland Animal Protective League, Attention Development Office, 1729 Willey Avenue, Cleveland, Ohio 44113. (Tax ID: 34-0714644)
Emrys had a rough start. Found on Woodland Avenue, he was surrendered to the Cleveland APL with an upper respiratory infection. He sure looked pretty bedraggled in the e-mail plea for a foster home that Sabah received! She had moved back to Cleveland about a year before, bought a house and lost her beloved cat Tigger to cancer at around the same time. She started fostering for the APL with her dog Leeloo, since they both were used to having cats around, and Sabah missed having a cat to play with.

He wasn’t her first foster cat, but something about the scragglily kitten caught her eye. She had just gotten back from a work trip and had another one in a few weeks, but decided she could handle a week of fostering a kitten in between. She rushed to the APL after work one day to pick up Puri (as he was called then)—and purry he was! His little motor started as soon as anyone looked his way, even purring when she gave him chin scratches through the carrier bars on the ride home.

This handsome boy’s photo had not done him justice. Sabah was charmed by the starkly contrasting cream and black tabby stripes on his legs, the adorable spots on his belly, the orange-to-black fade on his ears, and his paws, which were all black on the bottoms, like he had walked through ink. Plus, his cross-eyes, single snaggle tooth and odd eye lids! He quickly established rapport with Sabah’s little dog Leeloo. The two played chase around the house and both napped on her boyfriend when he was sick.

She didn’t want to give him back. So the morning he was due to head back to the APL, she sat Leeloo the dog and this little stray down to ask him a very important question. “Ok, little guy? How would you like to come live with us?” And, would you believe it, this charmer nuzzled Leeloo right on the nose. And just like that, Sabah had a cat again!

In their short time together Emrys has managed to worry his mom a good bit. He was diagnosed with a slight eyelid defect (which just adds to his good looks), and a heart murmur (for which they are exploring treatment options). But the APL got him off to a good start and into a home that will deal with his shenanigans. These days this little wizard (named after the slightly goofy character on the British Merlin TV show and the magician in Mary Stewart’s Merlin Trilogy) can be found trying to climb in the shower with his mom to play with the water, perching on her shoulder while she’s trying to brush her teeth, teasing his long-suffering sister Leeloo (who is far too polite to give him the what-for he deserves), trying to bite everything, or trying to swallow entire pieces of string no matter how many times his mother tells him it’s bad for him.

You can follow the adventures of Emrys and his sister at @viciousleeloo on Instagram.
Thank You So Much!

**Bodhi Tree Massage+Skincare**
For donating 10% of its sales to the Cleveland APL during the entire month of November.

**Crocker Park**
For hosting its annual Halloween Pet Parade and Costume Contest. The APL mobile adoptions team was also on site with adoptable animals. And even more exciting—four dogs and one kitten were adopted at the event!

**Cleveland State University**
For holding a concert featuring live performances by CSU students, a baked goods donation drive and raffles to help fundraise for the Cleveland APL.

**Gales Garden Center Westlake**
For hosting our Offsite Adoptions team three times during the holiday season, donating money from the sales of Christmas ornaments and hosting a Girl’s Night Out, the entry fees of which were donated to the Cleveland APL.

**Mary Ann Hagen, Paint Your Pet**
For hosting a Paint Your Pet event for the Cleveland APL, where pet owners paint their beloved animals and went home with a one-of-a-kind keepsakes.

**Meowmaste Cat Yoga**
For hosting cat yoga at the APL in November and December, allowing yogis to practice yoga in a room full of feline participants.

**Q104 & Crocker Park**
For hosting a large cat yoga at Market Square at Crocker Park as a part of the Pledge for Pets initiative, allowing yogis to participate with even more felines.

**92.3 The Fan**
For hosting a tailgate party at Barley House where the Cleveland APL raffled off an autographed Isaiah Crowell jersey.

**Madison Design Studios, Inc.**
For designing a Cleveland APL charity ornament and donating $5 for every ornament purchased to the Cleveland APL.

Thanks to the generosity and efforts of everyone involved in these events, more than $6,100 was raised to help the Cleveland APL and our animals. We also appreciate the additional in-kind donations we have received from our friends and supporters.

---

**WKYC and the Cleveland APL present:**

**The 7th Annual Fur-Get-Me-Not Telethon**
The Seventh Annual Fur-Get-Me-Not Telethon will be broadcast on WKYC Channel 3 live from the Cleveland APL on Thursday, March 15, from 5:30 a.m. to 7:30 p.m. This event will bring together the community and inspire viewers to help the more than 14,000 animals that will come through the Cleveland APL’s doors this year.

Tune in on March 15, and see vignettes that will showcase the diverse and meaningful work the APL does to rescue, heal, nurture, adopt, and advocate for animals in need. All funds raised during the telethon will benefit the Cleveland APL.

---

**WKYC’s Joe Cronauer and the Cleveland APL’s President and CEO, Sharon Harvey, with Maurice, one of the many animals featured at last year’s Fur-Get-Me-Not Telethon.**

---

Barbara Reitzloff and Sabah Bhat, APL Volunteers, assisted in the writing of this issue’s happy tales.
Foster Care—A Lifesaving Opportunity

The Cleveland APL’s Foster Program has helped thousands of animals get a second chance at life, and we couldn’t do it without the care and dedication of our foster care volunteers. Our foster volunteers, like Sabah from the Happy Tale found on page 5, provide temporary, in-home care for animals until they are ready for adoption. In 2017 approximately 86,500 hours of service were contributed by 335 volunteers, saving the lives of 2,507 animals. Of that number, 1,713 were cats and kittens; 670 were dogs and puppies and 124 were small mammals.

To learn more about our Foster program, learn how to become a Foster Volunteer, and sign up for a Foster Volunteer Orientation, visit www.ClevelandAPL.org/volunteer/foster-care.

Kittens grow up and socialize in their loving foster homes.

APL in Numbers

The amazing staff and volunteers here at the Cleveland Animal Protective League work tirelessly every year to help animals find their “happy ever afters.” We rescue them from cases of neglect and cruelty, transfer them in from local shelters in need, help them on their road to recovery, help our community with spay and neuter surgeries, and find animals loving homes at the end of the day. But do you know just how many animals we help each year?

In 2017, we were able to help thousands of animals find homes, heal and stay with the families that love them. Here is a quick look at our year:

• A total of 5,731 adoptions were processed: 3,654 cats, 1,760 dogs and 317 other animals—including chickens, guinea pigs, rabbits, parakeets, rats, a chinchilla, a ferret, geckos, and a macaw—found wonderful homes!
• Our foster volunteers were able to provide temporary homes for 670 dogs, 1,713 cats and 124 other animals—including rabbits, sheep, tortoises, and a macaw!
• Our veterinary department performed over 300 specialty surgeries, and over 10,000 spay/neuter surgeries, helping us reduce tremendously the number of animals born without a home. Of those surgeries, 4,308 were through our Trap-Neuter-Return program, which helps control the population of community cats living in our area, and 469 were surgeries provided to low-income families. In addition, 52 animals received medical care that allowed them to stay with their families who otherwise would have had to surrender them.
• Our Humane Investigations Department had over 6,000 calls of suspected cases of neglect and abuse in Cuyahoga County, which resulted in the rescue of 460 dogs, 435 cats and 183 “other” animals—including chickens, geckos, ducks, snakes, rabbits, sheep, pheasants, guinea pigs, rats, turtles, and peacocks.

As hard as our team works, we would not have been able to help the thousands of animals we helped in 2017 if it weren’t for wonderful donors like you. Thank you for helping us make a difference in the lives of so many animals—here’s to hoping that we can do the same in 2018!
Save the Date — DATE CHANGED

Fur Ball 2018—Saturday, October 20, 2018
Cleveland APL’s Annual Gala

As you plan your year, consider joining us for this sensationally casual event that will be held Saturday, October 20, 2018, at 5:30 p.m. at the InterContinental Hotel Cleveland. Enjoy wonderful food stations, fabulous live and silent auction items and a surprise guest appearance from a VIP (Very Important Pooch)! Proceeds from this event benefit the Cleveland APL’s Second Chance Program.

There are many opportunities to participate:
• Purchase tickets and invite friends, family, colleagues, or clients
• Consider corporate sponsorship opportunities that range from $500 to $10,000
• Donate an item or service for our live or silent auctions. Popular items from past auctions include artwork, loge or box tickets to sporting events, gift certificates, vacation packages, behind-the-scenes tours and experiences.

To learn more about the event and the ways you can get involved, please call 216-377-1628.

To learn more about our Second Chance Program, please visit www.ClevelandAPL.org and use the drop-down “Donate” tab, and select “Second Chance Program.”

Guests peruse a few of the items up for auction at last year’s Fur Ball.

Save the Date — DATE CHANGED

Don’t Miss the Chance to Feature Your Furry Friend(s) in the 2019 APL Pet Calendar Contest

If your adorable furry friend is star material, then don’t miss the chance to feature them in the 2019 Cleveland APL pet calendar honoring our area’s much-beloved pets! To enter the contest, visit our website at www.ClevelandAPL.org or call 216-771-4616 ext. 111 for more information. Remember to enter before Friday, June 22, for the chance to make your furry friend a star!

Also, look for the calendar contest voting again this year on our website in July!

DEADLINE CHANGED

Shelter Adoption Center Hours
Monday - Friday 11 a.m. to 6:30 p.m.
Saturday 10 a.m. to 5 p.m.
Sunday Noon to 4 p.m.
Phone Number: 216-771-4616

Animal Surrender Hours (Intake)
Monday - Friday 10 a.m. to 6:30 p.m.
Saturday 10 a.m. to 5 p.m.
Sunday Closed
Phone Number: 216-771-8825

PetSmart Charities® Everyday Adoption Center (EAC) Hours
Monday - Saturday 10 a.m. to 8 p.m.
Sunday 11 a.m. to 5 p.m.
Phone Number: 440-845-9592, Ext. 5

Offsite Adoptions
For dates and times, visit our website at www.ClevelandAPL.org.

“Bullies” by Jenny Campbell was just one of the many fabulous silent auction items at last year’s Fur Ball.

Indiana Bones (left), the evening’s VIP (Very Important Pooch), and his sister Lorna at Fur Ball.

“They’re at it again!” says Jenny Campbell of her silent auction item “Bullies.”

Guests peruse a few of the items up for auction at last year’s Fur Ball.
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Why I Give - Emily Sapacianu

The year was 1972 and young Emily had just moved into her own apartment. She began to feel a little lonely and it was then that she made the decision to welcome a sweet Beagle puppy into her life—her handsome Sherlock. Sherlock loved to play hide and seek, loved taking trips to get ice cream, slept under the covers and relished the moment he could stretch out after his mom left for work in the morning.

Thanks to Sherlock, Emily says, she became a gentler person and held tight to her love for animals. In 1988, Sherlock passed away at the age of 16, loved and in his home with the person he loved the most.

Emily never let Sherlock's memory fade and would pay attention every time a story about animals was on the news. It was because of her love of animals and the work the Cleveland APL’s Humane Investigators do to protect animals that Emily made the decision to donate to the Cleveland APL in memory of her Sherlock back in 2004. She continues to give in his memory to this day.

Is there a loved one you would like to make a donation in honor or in memory of? Visit the Cleveland APL's website at https://www.ClevelandAPL.org any time and make a donation!

Pucks and Paws — SAVE THE DATE

It’s back again! The Cleveland Monsters invite all four-legged friends and their “people” to the 10th Annual Pucks & Paws event at Quicken Loans Arena on Sunday, April 8, 2018. The Monsters will be playing the San Antonio Rampage, and faceoff is at 3 p.m.

The APL has always been the beneficiary of the dog tickets, and again this year we will also receive a portion of the “human” tickets that are bought through this special offer. In order for the APL to receive the additional fundraised portion of the human tickets, please download the flyer on our website, mention the APL when you order your tickets over the phone, or use the link on our website using the pass code “apl” to buy your tickets to this fun event for you and your pooch! Visit www.ClevelandAPL.org for more details or call Jessica Kelly at 216-420-2143.

Thank You

We’d like to thank everyone who gave in-kind donations last holiday season. Compassionate, caring groups like MetroHealth’s Surgery Center, the congregation of St. Joseph’s Church, Tremont Athletic Club and many, many more donated wonderful items from our wish list. Whether you stopped by our shelter or donated using our Amazon wish list, we thank you!

To view items from our Wish List, visit our website ClevelandAPL.org.

Other Ways to Give

Many generous individuals choose to donate to the Cleveland APL in lieu of giving gifts for birthdays, weddings, anniversaries, Bat Mitzvahs, Bar Mitzvahs, etc. Their thoughtfulness is a wonderful tribute to their love for animals. Call 216-344-1353 if you would like to learn more about how your celebration can help the APL’s homeless animals.

In addition, many individuals choose to give through a workplace giving program.

The Cleveland Animal Protective League is a member of Greater Cleveland Community Shares. Community Shares supports local nonprofit organizations working for long-term, sustainable solutions to build a stronger Cleveland. Learn more about Community Shares at www.communityshares.org, and please consider supporting the APL through workplace giving.

Federal employees also have the opportunity to give to the APL through the Combined Federal Campaign (CFC). The mission of the CFC is to promote and support philanthropy through a program that is employee focused, cost-efficient, and effective in providing all federal employees the opportunity to improve the quality of life for all. The Cleveland APL Combined Federal Campaign Number is 29857.
In Memory of Individual

Bernice Abraham Lois Lenard
Aunt Olga Rhoda Pali
Denise “Cindy” M. Avul John and Delma Bagley, Patrick and Barbara Bagley, Kris and John Black, Barb and John Branchuje, Lori Ferrell, Industrial First, Inc., the Turner Family
Carol Lee Badertscher Norman Prokop, Amy Badertscher
Ralph Baker Wanda Baker
John M. Barr Brian Gingerich and Dulcey Barr, Bill Wortzman
Bradley Beachy Beth and Alan Potts
Regina Bednarski Jerry and Vera Bednarski
Robert “Uncle BB” J. Biondo Lorena Hunter
Milan Aleksandar Bodganovic Angelica Plesner
Dorothy Emily Borer Dorothy F. Borer
Doris Branstein Holly Sandrey
Roberta Busse William J. Busse, Robert and Beverly Lederman
Susan Cassel Clark Michael Cefaratti
Michael Cefaratti Mr. and Mrs. George B. Naff, Jr.
Richard R. Colosimo Educational Service Team, Marilyn Kasik
John W. Comerford, III Christine Murphy
Howard and Helen Corlett George and Jeanette McGovern
Diane M. Carr Corrigan Leanne and Brandon Barghaeiser, Susan Bungard, Enrico and Sim Colaianni, Brian T. Corrigan, Thomas Jordan, Mark and Donna McGuire, Valerie Piatka, Terry and Ben Pierce, Thomas and Rhonda Richlovsky, Jerry and Joy Rockow
Donald R. Czorski Coleen D. Czorski
Jennifer Czerkiewicz Leo and Marion Wallace
Michael Derick Larry and Gayle Boron
Donald E. Diekhoner Mary Ranallo
Vanivish Disanchi Anonymous
Arline Dishler Susie Dery
Willie Dan Efsdorf Anonymous
Charlene T. Eberly Anonymous
William Paul Farrar Don and Diane DePaulo
Mary Ann Fathe Laurie Fathe
Richard Fennessy Phyllis Conlin, Richard and Rosanne Reames, Pamela Carrington and Douglas Wiesen, James Silverthorn, Steve Stenner and Pat Schmitt
DeWayne Flask Janet Boron
Maureen Sue (Sis) Fletcher Melissa Mileti
Laura Coleman Harrell Fruscella Bobby Mann and Michael
Julia and Rudolph Gaal Julie Dewey
Doris Grau Mary Peters
Carol Ann Greiner The Becklers, John and Stephanie Bilokonsky, Chris Casey, The Ruccia’s, WAI/WLDE/ALT
Gus Griswold Siegfried Sean Deasy
Tim Groves Barbara Groves
William C. Harvey Lorraine C. Harvey Margaret “Meg” Hatfield The Vana Family Foundation
Dave Hinkel Jack and Vicki Loher
Deloris Hovan’s birthday Jay and Jean Rounds
Lucille Hunter Judy Hunter, Mary Jaffe, David and Family, JarosStrategy, LLC, Lois Reed, Diane Fellner and Fran Reed
Nicolas “Nick” G. Iannetta John DeWitt Pumper’s, Location No. S5, Hilary Kulesza, Laura Shapiro Kulnane, Robertson Heating Supply Co., Phil Tromba
Kareanne Iles John and Vicky Polito
Mary Jakimiak Rose Marie Anthony
Bette Jarmusch John Raulagis
Jodi Kehoe James Kehoe
Kent K. Mr. Charles Cross, Jr.
Tom Kiczk Tom Kiczk Charitable Fund
Doroles and Alex Kleme Joe and April Clark
John Komar Janet Boron
Nettie Kozub and Carly Mary Ellen Kolodziej
Julie Kulbago Jennifer, Bryan & Emma Cowan
Debbie Kundrat Tiffany Miller, Charles Olivo
Lisa K. LaPorta John Quilter
Todd Lowe Allied Services Security at PNC Bank
Madelyn and Fred Ludwig Deborah Ludwig
Cheryl Madick Dick, Alice and Amy Baldwin
Alexander “Alex” Manfre Lois Gulling
Gabby McCarthy Lynn Lunoe
Melaine Misencik Mark S. Fishman
Kent A. Mittelstaedt Eric Crawford
Raymond Nesky Anonymous, Rae Farrow, Ray Nesky and Mark Nesky, Dick and Stephanie Nowak, Lizzette Reyes
Nicholas Noirot Gary Artis and InterDyn
Sobhita L. Nuss Christine and Eugene Bernhard, John Shaub, Joseph Switala
Wanda Pearson Susan Bork, Bob and Penny DiBisio, Julie and Matt, Patch and Liza
Francis J. Plato Rogeraya, Dan and Arlene Sevic, James Spencer
Suzanne Politz, Linda Politz
Stanley Puchalski Aleah Cad, Chuck, Michelle, Alex, Lauren, Derek, and Isla, Sharon Harvey, Keith McGregor
Anna Puszta Pal Puszta
Elena Ramaccato The Young Family

James Silverthorn, Steve Stenner and Pat Schmitt
DeWayne Flask Janet Boron
Maureen Sue (Sis) Fletcher Melissa Mileti
Laura Coleman Harrell Fruscella Bobby Mann and Michael
Julia and Rudolph Gaal Julie Dewey
Doris Grau Mary Peters
Carol Ann Greiner The Becklers, John and Stephanie Bilokonsky, Chris Casey, The Ruccia’s, WAI/WLDE/ALT
Gus Griswold Siegfried Sean Deasy
Tim Groves Barbara Groves
William C. Harvey Lorraine C. Harvey Margaret “Meg” Hatfield The Vana Family Foundation
Dave Hinkel Jack and Vicki Loher
Deloris Hovan’s birthday Jay and Jean Rounds
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Nicolas “Nick” G. Iannetta John DeWitt Pumper’s, Location No. S5, Hilary Kulesza, Laura Shapiro Kulnane, Robertson Heating Supply Co., Phil Tromba
Kareanne Iles John and Vicky Polito
Mary Jakimiak Rose Marie Anthony
Bette Jarmusch John Raulagis
Jodi Kehoe James Kehoe
Kent K. Mr. Charles Cross, Jr.
Tom Kiczk Tom Kiczk Charitable Fund
Doroles and Alex Kleme Joe and April Clark
John Komar Janet Boron
Nettie Kozub and Carly Mary Ellen Kolodziej
Julie Kulbago Jennifer, Bryan & Emma Cowan
Debbie Kundrat Tiffany Miller, Charles Olivo
Lisa K. LaPorta John Quilter
Todd Lowe Allied Services Security at PNC Bank
Madelyn and Fred Ludwig Deborah Ludwig
Cheryl Madick Dick, Alice and Amy Baldwin
Alexander “Alex” Manfre Lois Gulling
Gabby McCarthy Lynn Lunoe
Melaine Misencik Mark S. Fishman
Kent A. Mittelstaedt Eric Crawford
Raymond Nesky Anonymous, Rae Farrow, Ray Nesky and Mark Nesky, Dick and Stephanie Nowak, Lizzette Reyes
Nicholas Noirot Gary Artis and InterDyn
Sobhita L. Nuss Christine and Eugene Bernhard, John Shaub, Joseph Switala
Wanda Pearson Susan Bork, Bob and Penny DiBisio, Julie and Matt, Patch and Liza
Francis J. Plato Rogeraya, Dan and Arlene Sevic, James Spencer
Suzanne Politz, Linda Politz
Stanley Puchalski Aleah Cad, Chuck, Michelle, Alex, Lauren, Derek, and Isla, Sharon Harvey, Keith McGregor
Anna Puszta Pal Puszta
Elena Ramaccato The Young Family

In Memory of Pet

Aggie Christie Barnes All of the pets lost in 2017 Laura Martin
Allie Chris Skayrd
Amelia Gail Staron
Angel Frederick C. Schulze
Angelina Donna O’Brien
Annie Lynne Seikel
Autumn Laura Martin
Baby (Pig) Moser Sara Jankovsky
Bailey Nancy Hansen
Ballo Sue Utley
Bebe Amelia Jacob
Bella Tim and Jen Powers
Bella Marianne Wagner
Billy Aileen Golden
BooBoo Laurie Toth
Boots Sylvia Cornelius
Brandon, Mario and Mollie Jackie Mady
Diesel Bronder Morgan and Jeff Hartzell
Brownie Hampson Stephanie Hampson
Bugsy Lida Flowers Brandt
Buster and Taz Phil and Dana Fastenau
Butch Michael and Marilyn Pekarek
Buzz Amy McDonald
Champ Lisa Straka
Charlie Holly Hirsle
Chelsea, Max, and Willie Courtney and Avin Ben-Meir
Cherokee William and Janice Clark
Claye Michael Pyrklo
Clara Marianne Wagner
Clara JoEllen Walker
Clifford Lisa Skel
Cookie Limpach The Berke Family
Cooper Katie Linder and Tony Scott
Cory Tozy Roznik Anonymous
Eleanor Donato and Michael Merritt
Emelia Barbara Gedeon
Finnegan and Alberamer Barry Andrews
Fred, Barney, Baxter and Buddy Robin and Steve Bracy
Geoffrey Sue Utley
Golie Gretchen Kocher, D. V. M.
Gloria Louise de Rezaeis my Harriet Paula Colahan-Sederstrom
Harry “Bears” Ochmanowicz Christina Ochmanowicz Thomas
Heidi Joanne Szendrey
Henry and Griffin Dan and Laura Hudak
Heather Sharon Harvey
Jacob and Cat Emily Bontempo
Jake Alexandra Paffillas
Josh Kirsten Murray
Jasha Perry Rachel Austermiller
Junior AKU Juju Joanna Elia
Kalie Mary Anne Pfrogner
Kenal Patrick Zohn
Kitty Melissa Snowball and Pudge Gaye Prebis
Kobe April Clark, Jeff and Terri Hall, Sharon Harvey, Judy Hunter, Donna Largent, Megan Mitchell, Jeff and Dawn Pennington
Rascal Kramer The Hayneses
Linus Bear Downer Lawrence and Janet Smalley
Lila and Natalie Jennifer Franck
Lilly Eggett Marianne Eggett
Lucy Haley Bishop
Lucy Hollis Munoz
Lucy Kimberly White
Sakatoa, Maya Meghan Marrone
Maggie May Vanita Marzette
Mari Christine Spinelli
Mickers Ivy, Harley, Jax, Sundae and Smokey
Midnight and Shaggy Eila Harris
Millie Edith Paetow
Ming Seth and Michele White
Miss Bear Downing Cara Downs
Missy, Gypsy and Shannon Albert and Barbara Kovalik
Missy, Mark and Deborah Miller
Molly Nancy Hansen
Molly Jeanne Strempel
Gayle Prebis
Shanker
Carys Bowen’s birthday
Susan Bass’ birthday
Joyce Barchet
Cheryl and Joe Babnik
Denver, Champ and Sir Geoffry
Zoe Marie
our beloved Zoe
Zoe the Cat
Yum-Yum
William, Michael and Jack
Tucker
Todo and Cody
T. J. Hanlon
Christine Hanlon
Tod and Cody
Dr. Raju Modi and Dr. Anita Dash-Modi
Tucker
Elizabeth Brown
Tyler, Duece Ill and Sassy
Ken and Carol Bakos
William, Michael and Jack
Jaymie Shanker
Xheran
Kristi Andrasik
Yum-Yum
Judy Hunter
Zibbi
Jerome and Anne Spelic
Zoe the Cat
David Bilas
our beloved Zoe
Laurie Mravetz
Zoe
Jackie Lynn Ostruch
Zoe Marie
Stacia Yerico
ZZ, Bagel, Gatsby, Mackenzie, Johnny
Denver, Champ and Sir Geoffry
Kenneth and Linda Konchan

In Honor of Individual

Marta Anderson
Scott Van Valkenburg
Cheryl and Joe Babnik
Shirley Clark
Joyce Barchet
Jackie Gere
Susan Bass’ birthday
John and Beth Gobieski and Minnie
Sylvia Bordelais
Melanie Bordelais
Carys Bowen’s birthday
Robin Herrington-Bowen

Michelle, Lulu and Benny Braun
Libby Whipple
Megan and Justin Burket
Brian Rutledge
Susan Caggiano’s and Tim Fisher’s
Wedding
Michelle and John Kaniecki,
Jennifer Morgan, Beth Schaberg and
Jeff, Dave, Laura, John, Annie and
Murphy Szczotka
Vonda and Pat Coscia
Kathleen T. Schlemmer Fund for Animal Welfare
and the Environment
Joanne Crea and her beloved Luigi
Bonnie Fitzsimmons
Karen Donley-Hayes and Arnold
Hayes
Greg Donley
the extended Dover Family / Yore
House Construction
The Watson Family (MiMi and Frankie, Gracie-the-cat,
Daisy, Malley, and Melissa)
Gail Eves (Mckay)
Tzeitel Vail and Kathy Farmakidis for
Christmas
Anne Farmakidis and Kevin Hurst
Michelle Fox and Chuck Hirsch’s
Wedding
Renee and Brian Nowak
Andy Frescura
Dorie Johnson
Michelle and Edward Seeley
Terri Robinson
Talour Avdek
Priscila A. Rocha
Kyle Baker
Vincennt Rongone
Mary Lou Rongone
Joanie Rosenthal
Suzan Berger
Chris Samuels
Jenna and Bryan Scafdi
Dina Tisi
Sue Schanz Miller and family
Wendy and David Barenfeld Family Charitable Fund
Ruth Simonis
Karen and Jim Durham,
the girls and Dakota
Stan and Leigh Ann
Brittni Sonneborn
Anne P. Stevens
Heidi Stevens
Holly Stevens
Heidi Stevens
Lissa Stevens
Heidi Stevens
Sue and Tim
Karen Siburt, Alan and Lauren
Vicki Sutula
Andrew Gallagher
Dawn Swift
Janice Schenk
Steve, Julie and Millie Tamarkin
The Kellers
Annie Thomas for Christmas
Greg and Judy Nelson
Marianne Wagner
JoEllen Walker
Ann Weatherhead and Tim
Matson
Andy Hoefler and Kate, Cora, and Jay
Carole Weinberg
Kevin H. Myeroff
Meg Taylor Witten
Alexandra Witten

Patricia Noll
Beth Smith and friends
at MMO
Seth Orbach and Ann Klotz
Eric Hannum
Otto and Heidi Naumann
Marjorie Wieseman
Ozy
Sharon Harvey
Denise Papotto and Nika
Candace Papotto
Anne C. Parris
Carfagna Family -
Magis Foundation
Alan & Ilissa Pearlman
Kurt and Myrna Bloch
Celia Pelfrey
Scott Pelfrey
Glen Pollack’s 60th birthday
Phyllis Eves
Charlotte Ratner
Ronald & Deborah B.
Ratner Philanthropic Fund
Amy Reed for Christmas
Eric and Debbie Highman,
Bob and Nancy Highman
Jeff Reitz 60th birthday
Marsha Reitz,
Sarah, Kristen, Amy, Max and Maddie
Dan Rensel
The Talent Development 67
Training Team
Melissa Rinehart
Lucy Murphy
Maggie and Taylor
Ron and Regina Skully
Maybelle
William B. Watterson and
Melissa K. Richmond
Millie Murphy
James and Lori Murphy
Monty and Barney
Eric and Elisabeth Kaiser
Ollie
Dr. and Mrs. Scott and Carey Spencer
Penny
Laura Kreiner
Stewart the Rabbit
Cynthia Slezak
Roxie, Bruno, and Oscar
Margaret Zellner
the Songer Cats
Greg & Cindy Songer
Jessie Lou Chopra Sperry
Linda Sperry and Linda Chopra
Sukki, Simon and Mia
Lilah, Natalie, and Andrew
Tyke
Jack Wilson and Carol Blixen
Woody and Charlie
Richard Bischoff
Woody
Michael C. Cohan
Zoe and Baily
Karen Corrigan

In Honor of Pet

all our APL cats
Richard and Jane Whitehead
Beakers and Nick
Charles Scholl
Boris and Sophie
Lauren Hayes and Chris Cox
Buddy R. (Big Orange)
Michael Ruffing
all Julie Byrd-Feldner’s beautiful cats
Julie Byrd-Feldner
Carrie Jirousek
Bill and Carolyn Jirousek
Cleveland APL
Walter and Karen Fleitz
Dudley, Chloe, Scooby, and Bear
Richard B. Werner and Barbara A. Langhenny
Gloria
Holly Freedman
Goose
Phil and Dana Fastenau
Happy
Lida Flowers Brandt
Lance
Katherine Klenowen
Layla, Max and Gracie
Kathy Acor
Leon
Lindsay and Carter Hawkins
Lola, Mugsy, Rosie and Pete
Michael D. Reep, M. D. and Wyatt Clark
Lucky Murphy
James and Lori Murphy
Maggie and Taylor
Ron and Regina Skully
Maybelle
William B. Watterson and
Melissa K. Richmond
Millie Murphy
James and Lori Murphy
Monty and Barney
Amy and Charles Kaiser
Ollie
Dr. and Mrs. Scott and Carey Spencer
Penny
Laura Kreiner
Stewart the Rabbit
Cynthia Slezak
Roxie, Bruno, and Oscar
Margaret Zellner
the Songer Cats
Greg & Cindy Songer
Jessie Lou Chopra Sperry
Linda Sperry and Linda Chopra
Sukki, Simon and Mia
Lilah, Natalie, and Andrew
Tyke
Jack Wilson and Carol Blixen
Woody and Charlie
Richard Bischoff
Woody
Michael C. Cohan
Zoe and Baily
Karen Corrigan

The Cleveland APL’s animals are fed Hill’s® Science Diet® pet food.

March 2018
Adopt · Protect · Love
CLEVELAND ANIMAL PROTECTIVE LEAGUE
ANNUAL CAGE SPONSORSHIP PROGRAM

( ) Yes, I would like to sponsor a cage at the Cleveland Animal Protective League.

**Dog Cage Sponsorship:** ☐ $1,500 per cage per year.
**Cat Cage Sponsorship:** ☐ $1,200 per cage per year.
**Small Mammal Cage Sponsorship:** ☐ $1,000 per cage per year.

Please print all information.

Name _______________________________ Address __________________________
City __________________ State ______ ZIP __________________
Phone: Home ( ) ________________________ Work ( ) ________________________
Cell ( ) ____________________________ E-mail Address: ________________________

☐ I am enclosing a check for $__________ made payable to the Cleveland APL.

☐ Please charge $__________ to my ☐ Visa ☐ MasterCard ☐ Discover ☐ American Express
Account # ____________________________ 3 Digit Security Code ________ Expiration Date ________

Name as it appears on credit card ____________________________

**Donor name to appear on plaque:** ______________________________

This sponsorship is in ☐ honor or ☐ memory of __________________________, who is a ☐ pet or ☐ person

Pledge payment options are available. If interested, please call Judy Hunter, Director of Development, at 216-344-1353.

---

**Become A Cage Sponsor!**
**Until They Find Their New Home and Family...**

The Cleveland Animal Protective League lovingly cares for thousands of homeless, injured and abused animals each year. For some, their cage at the APL, complete with a warm bed, toys, plenty of food and water, and lots of TLC, is the only “home” they have ever known. For others, it’s a temporary home until they find the love of another family. For all of them, it’s the reason they’re getting a second chance. Our annual cage sponsors bring hope and comfort to our animals while they wait for their future mom or dad to adopt them and take them home—permanently. We ask that you help us to provide all of the care and love they need while they are with us by becoming a cage sponsor.

Your cage sponsorship will be recognized with a plaque on a cage in our cat, dog or small mammal adoption center areas. You may choose to make your cage sponsorship in honor or in memory of a special pet or person or you may choose to advertise your business. Cage sponsorships are renewable every year.

At the Cleveland Animal Protective League, healthy, friendly animals stay with us until they are adopted.

We all know a cage in a shelter is not a permanent home, but with your cage sponsorship, we can make it a temporary home away from home until they have one of their own by providing all the care that is needed—and that they so rightfully deserve.

For cage sponsorship opportunities please see above.